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Earnings Disclaimer
Every effort has been made to accurately represent the skills, concepts,
ideas, techniques and “know how” offered by SLOBS and its potential.
There is no guarantee that you will earn any money using the techniques
and ideas in these materials.
Examples in these materials are not to be interpreted as a promise or
guarantee of earnings. Earning potential is entirely dependent on the
person using SLOBS, related products, ideas and techniques. I do not
claim this as a “get rich scheme.” Your level of success in attaining the
results claimed in my materials depends on the time you devote to the
program, ideas and techniques mentioned, your finances, knowledge and
various skills.
Since these factors differ according to individuals, I cannot guarantee
your success or income level. Nor am I responsible for any of your
actions.
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Introduction
In this document I'm going to reveal 5 very profitable ways to exploit
blogging using my proprietary Super Lazy Organic Blogging System (or
SLOBS for short).
Using SLOBS you 'll be able to build quality content blogs with the minimum
of effort. Of course you don't have to use SLOBS to achieve the same
result, but the other options are either very time consuming, or post old
articles that every man and his dog have had on their blogs for years.
My system allows you to post only the latest, and therefore the freshest
articles only just submitted to certain article directories. In addition to this,
SLOBS will cue articles for posting to your blogs based on keywords you
provide. Your job is to act like an editor of a newspaper or magazine, and
decide if the article is good enough to post to your blogs, and to make sure
it goes to the right blog. Once setup, the system is literally a handful of
mouse clicks, and the job is done for that blog. You can feed an empire of
blogs in less than ten minutes a day... and remember, these are high quality
articles, not some crappy PLR or a handful of RSS links that add no value to
your blogs. Given time, and worked properly, your blogs could end up as
authority blogs, and ranking very well indeed in the search engines.
Because SLOBS is a very simple system, there is nothing to go wrong. If
you wanted to, you could easily modify the system and add your own twists.
I remember some years ago when Blogspot.com changed the way people
can post to their free blogging platform, all the software that I was testing
for other developers at the time stopped working, and had to be rewritten,
or in some cases, the software was allowed to die. SLOBS just carried on
working without any interruption whatsoever.
Blogspot are constantly changing their codes to defeat automated software,
so you have to wait for the developer to update their software. SLOBS has
NEVER needed to be rewritten to continue its work.
SLOBS is also Blogspot.com approved. In the rare event that any of my
Blogspot.com blogs are ever flagged as possible spam blogs by their robots,
a human reviewer always unlocks them. SLOBS gives Blogspot.com exactly
what they want to see on their platform, high quality, and relevant articles.
If you know anything about Blogspot.com, you'll know how fond they are of
deleting blogs they deem not good enough to be on their systems.

You can learn a lot more about SLOBS from my website
I promised you five profitable reasons to become a SLOB, and here they are.
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1: Build a Blog Flipping Business With Ease.
Building focussed quality content blogs that get free search engine traffic
will always demand a good price if you decide to sell them. Using SLOBS
will allow you to build these content blogs with ease, and just a few
minutes a day, you can be on your way to building a nice portfolio ripe
for flipping at a future date. But don't forget, you can make profits along
the way too. This is exactly what one SLOBS user did to earn over
$60,000 in his first year. His wife worked less than an hour a day on the
system. When he was eventually persuaded to sell his blogs, he
negotiated a residual fee for maintaining blog networks' content.
If you manage to flip, let's say, 100 blogs in your first year, and you
charged just $15 per month per blog, you'll earn $1500 a month in
residual fees for about 30 minutes work a day. At the same time, you're
still maintaining and growing your own empire, rinse, repeat, profit. Now
you can use all those old domains you have sitting around and doing
nothing.
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2: Keep Slow Blogs Alive With Fresh Content.
The main problem with maintaining quality blogs is that you have to
constantly keep writing new material, and this is fine if you enjoy writing,
and you're good at it. And even if you were good at writing, you face the
daily battle of finding something fresh to write about.
The problem is, most people are not that good at writing, and finding
fresh ideas means a lot of reading and thinking. So you might only be
able to post once or twice a week at best. If you employ SLOBS as your
content delivery system, you'll be able to keep your blog fresh, and
search engines actively spidering. Finding any new material that your
write is now going to be a lot faster from the search engines.
Over time, your blogs will slowly grow into behemoths, and could be
dominating the Search Engines with hardly any effort.
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3: Build a Quality Blog Network to Gain Backs With Ease.
One of the biggest problems bloggers and website owners face is getting
easy backlinks to their properties. Backlinking is a vital task for any new
or intermediate website or blog. It's the lifeblood of most online
businesses.
But, how do you easily obtain these backlinks?
The answer is to maintain a number of blogs on a number of disparate
platforms and servers. And surprisingly enough, not only are these
available, but they can be used for free. You'll want to maintain this
network of blogs, and SLOBS 2 is the perfect tool for you. This network
will be provided with high quality material and therefore your backlinks
will build authority, and earn respect from the search engines. In
addition to this, you can monetise these blogs as you would your core
blogs.
People will also pay you handsomely to have a link from your Network,
and this can be very easily added to your system, and in fact, used to
enhance it. Google just loves it when a website links to another site with
closely related subject matters.
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4: Create Empires in Niches you Have Little Knowledge or
Interest in.
To really make good money online, you need to have your fingers in
several pies, most commonly called “multiple streams of income”. The
problem is the time and costs involved. To make a dent in any niche,
you'll need a steady stream of relevant content. This might be fine if
you're focussing on just one niche that you have passion for, but what
about when you find a very profitable niche that you have no knowledge
in, and it doesn't interest you enough to learn about it? You might only
want to test the waters to begin with before you invest money in
outsourcing article writing.
SLOBS 2 will allow you to maintain quality niche blogs, and if you decide
to outsource or write articles for that niche, they'll get spidered more
quickly. Because you're building authority by posting lots of other FRESH
articles in the same niche, your own articles will receive a much better
ranking in the search engines than if they were posted without building
authority.
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5: Build Blog Empires With no Costs at all.
It’s possible to build a blog empire, using free platforms like Blogspot and
Wordpress. You can then populate your blogs with high quality content
over time. Adding just one extra blog a day to your system, and over the
course of a couple of months you'll build a profitable empire for you to
exploit.
You'll be able to sell affiliate products , CPA offers (This is HOT), Adsense,
or even help it to build your mailing lists for you, all on virtual autopilot.
All of this is possible, while flying under the RADAR of your competitors
who prefer to work hard rather than working smart. One SLOBS user was
outranking a very large player in his chosen niche, they were scratching
their heads trying to figure out how he was achieving his results, but
they couldn't. In the end, the Media company brought him out so they
could own those listings. He still profits today because he's been
retained to maintain the content. Building quality content blogs doesn't
have to be hard, and it doesn’t have to take a lot of time. Just one or two
minutes a few days a week is all that's required to maintain each blog. A
blog empire, probably less that 30 minutes a day. You can do it while
you're half watching Jerry Springer or Judge Judy and waiting for your
coffee to cool down enough to drink.

Thank you very much for reading this report. You can learn a lot more
about SLOBS from my website
If you'd like to get in touch, you can use my private email address.
glenn@cloudzero.co.uk
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